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infer the insect-damaged on cotton plants based on multispectral bands from other sensors, being a useful tool for future research that intends to evaluate it in other areas and at different
field scales.
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In cotton cultivars, an insect that causes irreversible damage is
the Spodoptera frugiperda, known as the fall armyworm. Since
the visual detection of plants is a burdensome task for human inspection, the spectral information related to plant damage, registered on a spectral scale, can be useful. These measurements,
associated with machine learning techniques, produce useful information for a rapid and non-invasive inspection method development. To contribute to this gap fulfillment, this paper proposes a machine learning framework to model the spectral response of cotton plants under the attack of the fall armyworm.
Additionally, a theoretical model is presented, built from the results of the machine learning analysis, to infer this damage with
up-to-date orbital sensors. The data was composed of the reflectance measurements collected at a cotton field with control
plants and plants submitted to Spodoptera frugiperda damage.
Their spectral response was recorded with a hand-held spectroradiometer ranging from 350 to 2,500 nm, for eight consecutive days. Different machine learning models were evaluated
and the overall best model was defined by accuracies comparisons on a testing-set. A ranking approach was adopted based
on the model accuracy, returning the most contributive wavelengths for the classification. Sequentially, an unsupervised neural network (Self-Organizing Map - SOM) was implemented to
reduce data-dimensionality and assist in the definition of important spectral regions. The regions were associated with the
spectral bands of the two sensors (OLI and MSI) and a theoretical model using a band simulation process with the overall best
machine learning model was proposed. The results indicated
that the Random Forest (RF) algorithm is the most suitable to
predict cotton-plants damaged by insects and that the last day
of analysis (8th day) was better to separate it, with F-measure
equals 0.912. The ranking approach combined with the SOM
method indicated the spectral regions at the red to near-infrared
(650 to 1,350 nm) and shortwave infrared (1,570 to 1,640 nm) as
the most important regions to the analysis. The proposed theoretical model simulated with the OLI and MSI sensor-bands
returned an F-Measure of 0.865 and 0.886, respectively. In conclusion, this framework can be used to map cotton-plants under
insect-attack. The theoretical model presents high accuracy to
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Introduction

Agronomic crops around the world are susceptible to diseases and insect damage. Attacks of pests in plants are some
of the issues that most impact crop yield rates (1, 2). Diseases in plants implicate some form of physiological modification that disturbs their normal processes for healthy development (2). Because agriculture is the basis for many
worldwide economies, a requirement for all producer countries is developing effective strategies to monitor and manage their crops. In Brazil, the agriculture sector is responsible for an important part of the country’s gross domestic
product (GDP). According to (3), GDP reached 1.6 trillion in
2019, representing a growth of 1.1% from 2018. This value
is related to an increased agriculture sector, which was 1.3%
in later years, with the following crops presenting the most
annual outgrowth: cotton (39.8%), orange (5.6%), and bean
(2.2%) (3).
Brazil is one of the main cotton fiber producers and exporters
in the world (4). The estimated planted area with cotton
cultivar in 2019/2020 in this country is approximately 1,665
mil ha, and the last harvest reached a record production with
more than 7,372 thousand Mg of seed cotton, which implies
a yield rate of 1,774 kg.ha-1. The estimate is an export of 1.9
million tons in 2020, an amount 18% higher than the 1.6 million tons shipped in 2019, which was a record. Mato Grosso
(MT) and Bahia (BA) are the two main producers states in
Brazil, farming more than 88% of the cotton area of the current harvest (4).
Gomes et al.
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The main idea behind this approach is to offer a rapid and
unbiased method to detect insect-damage in plantations and
assist precision agriculture practices in crop management. In
cotton plants, an insect that causes irreversible damage is the
Spodoptera frugiperda, known as the fall armyworm. Thus,
this paper proposes a framework for modeling the spectral
response of insect-herbivore damage in cotton plants based
on a machine learning approach. Moreover, as an additional contribution, theoretical models were developed for
both Landsat-8 /OLI and Sentinel-2/MSI systems, capable of
simulating the spectral behavior of a cotton plant under the
fall armyworm attack in these satellite-images. These models were implemented adopting the band simulation process
(8) using results of a ranking-SOM (Self-Organizing Map)
approach. This framework may be useful for future studies that intends to implement a proximal sensing survey in
insect-damaged plant analysis, as well as novel research that
aims to evaluate it with multispectral sensors embedded in
aerial or orbital platforms.
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Machine learning is inherently a multidisciplinary field that
draws on results, among others, from artificial intelligence,
probability and statistics, and mathematical and computational theory, that can be applied to model different types of
data (13). Algorithms of machine learning are generally classified as supervised and unsupervised, and their main characteristic is extracting patterns in a dataset based on the learning
attributes of a given sample (14). Machine learning methods
are capable of analyzing hierarchical and nonlinear relationships between the independent variables and the dependent
variable, usually resulting in better performance compared
with conventional linear regression models (15, 16).

As aforementioned, few studies evaluated the insectherbivore damage in cotton plants with machine learning and
spectral reflectance measurements. Moreover, the identification of the most related spectral regions to differentiate damage and healthy plants can benefit from these algorithms. Another possibility to large scaling mapping is the proposal of
a theoretical model to evaluate this type of insect-damage effect with other sensors, at different scales, like those embedded in aerial and orbital platforms. In particular, two up-todate orbital sensors, known to be frequently used for agriculture mapping, are the OLI, embedded in Landsat 8, and
the MSI, embedded in Sentinel 2. The effectiveness of these
sensors to explore agronomic-related variables has been already revised (1, 33, 34), and simulation processes initially
conducted at a terrestrial scale and later converged at aerial
or orbital is also something validated by previous studies in
other issues (8, 35). However, for the agricultural context,
this type of proposal is, still, underexplored.

T

To maintain, or even to increase the cultivar production rates,
by performing the correct management of crop-fields, farmers are adopting precision agriculture practices associated
with remote sensing approaches. Remote sensing data has
already been used to investigate several agronomic-related
problems for a long time. Among them, it is possible to
highlight crop yield prediction for different cultivars, such as
sugar beet (5) and maize (6); nutrient deficiencies estimative,
like nitrogen and phosphorus in winter wheat (7), and nitrogen in citrus (8); disease detection (9, 10); and diseases and
insect pests management (11, 12). In recent years, a type of
puissant processing technique that has been gaining attention
in both remote sensing and precision agriculture communities, including to monitor crop diseases and pests, is machine
learning analysis.
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Several recent studies evaluated the contribution of machine
learning to model remote sensing data regarding plant analysis (1, 2, 10, 17–21). Machine learning algorithms play an
important role in detecting plant diseases and pests (1). For
example, (22) applied several machine learning algorithms
to detect caterpillar (Spodoptera littoralis) attacks in cotton
plants implemented at a greenhouse experiment and achieved
a prediction accuracy of 84%. Also related, other studies
modeled the spectral response of cotton plants under different grades of aphid infestation, at leaf level (23), as well as in
attacks associated with mealybug infestation (24, 25).
As demonstrated by the literature (26, 27), in the context of
remote sensing, plants infected by diseases and pests present
differences in their spectral response compared to healthy
plants. This is because diseases modify both the photosynthetic process and generate changes in the internal structures
of the leaves (27). These differences in reflectance response
of damage and healthy plants may be mapped particularly
using the visible, near-infrared, and medium-infrared regions
of the electromagnetic spectrum (1, 28). In this sense, an
important contribution is indicating the most related spectral
regions to predict a particular kind of insect in plants. For
cotton crops, the herbivory-insect attacks represent a serious
threat. Herbivore-insects can affect cotton in different phenological stages, such as in the vegetative phase, consuming
the leaves (Pascua and Pascua 2002), or in the reproductive
phase, feeding on flower buds, flowers, and bolls (29). It
has been reported that they can affect the amino acid composition, water content, and the oxidative status of the cotton
(30–32).
2
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Materials and Method
The proposed framework was divided into the following
phases: 1) data acquisition and organization; where the experiment was conducted, and the spectral wavelengths were
registered and converted into reflectance factor values, divided it into training/validation and testing subsets, and submitted to different learning models; 2) machine learning evaluation; where the performances of multiple models were
compared by measuring their robustness in relation to a dayto-day analysis, and applying the ranking approach combined
with a clustering method to identify the most contributive
spectral wavelengths and regions; 3) theoretical model application, where a band simulation process was used to indicate
the expected spectral behavior of a cotton plant affected by
the fall armyworm based on the information extracted within
the ranking and clustering approach. The summarization of
the proposed method is displayed in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The workflow implemented in this study.

Spectral Data Acquisition and Organization. Plants and

insects were grown and reared at the Embrapa Recursos
Genéticos e Biotecnologia station, in Brasília, DF, Brazil.
Plants were grown in experimental plots and the fall armyworms were reared in rooms of an insectary at 25 ± 1 Celsius
degrees, 60 ± 10% RH, and 14:10 L:D. The cotton (var. Delta
Opal) plants used in the experiments were 6-week-old at the
vegetative stage (with up to 6 expanded leaves and about
30 cm high). The insect reared in the experiment was the
Spodoptera frugiperda larvae (fall armyworm). They were
reared in plastic containers on an artificial diet based on beans
(Phaseolus vulgaris), and the adults were maintained in 3 L
plastic containers with the walls lined with paper for oviposition. Adults were fed with a sugar solution prepared from 1
L of water, 50 g of honey, 50 g of sugar, 1 mg of Nipagin, and
1 mg of ascorbic acid, following the instructions proposed at
(31)
For the spectral reading of the plants, the insects were
removed and measures of both damaged and undamaged
(healthy/control) plants were performed, with a direct exposition of the plants to the sunlight. The spectral measurements were conducted with a handheld spectroradiometer
Gomes et al.
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ASD FieldSpec 3 high-resolution (Analytical Spectral Devices Inc., Boulder, USA). The calibration of the instrument
was performed using a Spectralon white reference panel, immediately before the first measurement. The procedure was
periodically repeated during the measurement process. This
equipment operates within the spectral range of 350–2,500
nm (VIS-SWIR) at the spectral resolution of 1.4 nm in between 350 and 1,000 nm and 2 nm in between 1,000 and
2,500 nm. The apparatus was connected to a portable microcomputer, where the data were stored after they were obtained.
The reflectance spectrum (ρ) was computed by dividing the
amount of radiance reflected from the target (LT) of interest
(i.e. cotton plant), in the specific wavelength interval, by the
amount of radiance reflected in this same wavelength interval from a reference sample (Lr), multiplying this result by a
correction factor (K) related to the ratio of solar irradiance to
reference plate exitance (27). The equation (1) was used to
perform the signal convention is presented below:

LT
xK
(1)
Lr
After that, each spectral reflectance measurement was orga-
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Later, the model’s prediction accuracy was evaluated in the
testing subset samples. The testing sample consisted of 10%
of the original dataset and was composed of data unknown
to the algorithms, i.e. data not used neither for training nor
validation. For both training and testing evaluation, the following classification metrics were used (14): True-Positive
Rate (TP); False-Positive Rate (FP); Precision (P); Recall
(Re) and F-measure (F). Since F-measure consists of the harmonic mean between Recall and Precision, it is a reliable
metric to indicate the overall robustness of the classification.
In this regard, the F-measure values were used for the comparison between the algorithms’ performance, returned by
the multiple repetitive training/validation process. Initially,
a Shapiro-Wilk test was performed, followed by the MannWhitney pairwise comparison. These statistical tests were
conducted at a confidence interval of 95%.
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Data Processing and Machine Learning Evaluation. For
modeling the spectral response of caterpillar-damage in the
cotton plants, an analysis based on multiple machine learning methods was implemented. The algorithms used in this
classification problem were: Random Forest (RF) (36); Decision Tree J48 (37); Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB) (38);
Naive Bayes (NB) (39); Logistic Regression (LoR) (40);
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (41); Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) (42) and; k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) (43). The algorithms were implemented through the open-source Weka
3.9.4, with the integration of libraries from R and ScikitLearn. Additionally, meta classifiers were evaluated and different search algorithms were also tested into an experimental
phase, like Random Search, Multi-Search, and Grid-Search.
Nevertheless, the accuracy gain per performance was significantly small, increasing the computational cost of each training model. Because of that, the baseline values of the algorithms were maintained, using their respective library default
parameters.
Decision tree-based algorithms like RF and J48 were set with
similar construction characteristics in relation to the number
of nodes and leaves at each tree. The J48 was configured to
generate a pruned tree with the C.4.5 pruning method, and
the RF was configured to compute 100 decision trees and a
bagging-size equal to 100. The LoR model was implemented
with a Ridge log-likelihood of 10e-8. The SVM was set as
a C-SVC type, with the Kernel radial basis function, and
epsilon and gamma values of, respectively, 0.001 and exp(gamma*|u-v|²). The kNN algorithm was configured to adopt
a Euclidean distance metric and a number of neighbors equal
to 1. The MLP used one hidden layer with 200 neurons, a
learning rate and momentum equal to 0.05 and 0.1, respectively, the Adam solver and a SoftMax function. The XGB
and NB learners were executed with their respective default
values.
A repetitive evaluation of the training performance of each
model was performed. For this, the training subset was evaluated with a cross-validation approach in 10 folders. The

cross-validation method was repeated 10 times per model,
which means that 100 validations were constructed from the
repetitions. This was necessary to ensure that the final model,
built with the training subset, was not biased and could produce accurate results in relation to the testing subset. With
the 100 validations, the interquartile values were calculated,
which were later used for the mentioned comparison with the
testing subset, and were also able to generate an averaged accuracy of the training process. This type of evaluation was
performed considering firstly the dataset with data accumulated from all of the measured days. The same method was
applied for the dataset considering the days individually.

T

nized to be used as input features over the machine learning
models. An additional label corresponding with the groundtruth (health or damaged cotton plant) was also created. It
should be emphasized that the two main affected spectral regions were removed from the spectra dataset due to the absorption of water vapor on the atmosphere (27), as well as
the final spectral wavelengths related to low-to-signal noise
of the spectroradiometer. These regions corresponded to, respectively: 1,350-1,410 nm and 1,820-1,940 nm, and 2,4602,500 nm, resulting in 1,934 variables (spectral wavelengths)
to be used as input in machine learning models. As spectral
measurements were conducted within different hours from
each other (associated with another purpose from this paper), only those collected beyond 09:00 and before 15:00
were evaluated. This interval is recommended to collect spectral measurements considering a more regular solar irradiance upon plants (27). The experiment was monitored for
eight consecutive days and the spectral measurements were
extracted according to each day of analysis.

doi:10.20944/preprints202102.0516.v1
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Once defined the overall best learner and measured-day for
the classification task, a ranking approach followed by a clustering algorithm was applied. The ranking approach is based
on a Metric score returned from a direct comparison between
the accuracy returned by the model against the accuracy obtained with a baseline algorithm. This comparison consists
of the difference between each other. The baseline algorithm
used for this comparison is the ZeroR, since it uses the average value of the target variables and applies it to the prediction. The implementation of the ZeroR as a baseline into the
ranking approach, considering the accuracy values, is based
on a previous study where it evaluated the impact of variable
reduction on the models’ performance (20). Here, however,
this approach is considered after the models’ application to
identify the most important spectral wavelengths to model
the insects’ attacks on cotton crops.
After identifying the most contributive wavelengths into the
overall best model, a clustering approach based on the SelfOrganizing Map was used to reduce visualization in datadimensionality and help to organize the spectral wavelengths
evaluated into groups. As the SOM method is used for reducing and, thus, representing highly dimensional data into a
lower dimension, as well as preserving the respective topological characteristics of the dataset (44, 45), in this case,
the wavelengths, it can create sequential clusters considering both wavelengths orders and their related Metric score.
In this sense, this method was used to help in isolating spectral regions of interest associated with the most contributive
wavelengths in the model. This approach was necessary to

Gomes et al.
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Band Simulation and Theoretical Model Proposal. With

the most contributive spectral regions defined in the previous step, the spectral regions of two up-to-date multispectral
sensors were used as an example for the theoretical model
proposal. In this aspect, spectral sensitivity filters of both
Landsat-8/OLI and Sentinel-2/MSI sensors (Figure 2) were
used in this simulation. The simulation process consists of
a transformation from a known reflectance value, related to
the target of interest, at different wavelengths, as if they were
recorded at the same intervals of another sensor. To simulate
the value of each band, the equation bellow was applied:
P
RSim (λi ) =

λ HCRF (λ) ∗ SRF (λ)
P
λ SRF (λ)

(2)

The results of the proposed framework are organizing into
two segments: The first section presents the results returned
by the spectral response modeling with the machine learning algorithms, and; the second section it is demonstrated the
outcomes of the proposed approach to select spectral regions
and to suggest a theoretical model for the two selected multispectral sensors.
Spectral Response Modeling. To assist in understanding

the implications of the subsequent results, the averaged spectral wavelengths of both groups, healthy (control) and unhealthy (damaged) cotton plants, were plotted (Figure 3).
When considering both average and standard deviation of the
entire measured spectral response, it is possible to observe
that spectral wavelength located at the near-infrared regions
(between. 700 and 1,350) nm present the highest differences
in amplitude. This is followed by wavelengths at the shortwave infrared region (at 1,550 to 1,700 nm). The regions
situated at the visible range and the second shortwave infrared region (from 2,000 to 2,450 nm) did not return high
amplitudes as differences. This potentially indicates which
regions are prominent to separate a healthy cotton plant from
an insect-herbivore-damaged cotton plant. Still, since the
standard deviation suggests that some spectral measurements
from a class overlay the other, this may propose a hindrance
to direct or linear methods.
The spectral behavior of the evaluated cotton plants, under
the fall armyworm attack, suggests that an overall reduction
in reflectance occurred. This behavior was also observed in
similar research that evaluated, with spectral vegetation indices, the spectral divergence between cotton plants under
different grades of aphid infestation at leaf level (23). Cotton
plants also displayed this kind of behavior in another type
of insect-attack, provoked by mealybug infestation (24, 25).
The mentioned investigations were able to ascertain the relationship between spectral data and the damage that occurred on the plants. However, in this paper, the proposed
approach was conducted on a multiple-day analysis, and for
that, more robust techniques than the traditional statistical
methods, based on machine learning, were necessary.
The overall evaluation of the machine learning algorithms
indicates that the RF and kNN learners are the most robust
methods to model the spectral behavior of cotton plants under the armyworm attack (Figure 4). They were able to separate them with satisfactory performance in relation to other
models in both training and validation sequences (Figure 4)
and testing (Table 1). At the training phase, the kNN algorithm returned higher F-measures values than RF, and this
also occurred at the testing-set, which was considered as the
final evaluation since it incorporates spectral wavelengths not
used neither for training nor validation of the models (Table
1). In this sense, the kNN can be considered the most appropriate algorithm to model the insect-damage attack in the
cotton plants when considering data from different consecutive days of analysis.
Considering the entire dataset, both NB and MLP returned
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where: HCRF(λ) corresponds to the reflectance value obtained with the ρT (equation 1) for each wavelength, and the
SRF (λ) is the spectral response function obtained for each
sensor.
To determine the most proximal value of the in-field spectral measurement into the same interval as the multispectral sensors, the recommendations of (46) (OLI sensor), and
(47) (MSI sensor) were followed. Additionally, both NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) and ESA
(European Space Agency) released spreadsheets containing
information from their respective spectral bands at their respective webpages: NASA1 and ESA2 . These spreadsheets
contain information related to the per-wavelength, bandaveraged, and in-band relative spectral response. Both sensors’ spectral wavelengths response function was sampled
at 1nm intervals, and information related to their respective
standard deviation of each measurement is specified. The
simulation process was then conducted similarly as reported
in previous studies (8, 35).
As aforementioned, the band simulation process occurred after the determination of the most contributive spectral regions
obtained by the combination between the ranking approach
and the SOM method. Therefore, not all spectral bands of the
OLI and MSI sensors were simulated here, but only the bands
related to the predefined regions. Once these bands were simulated, the spectral response of every measured target was
calculated as if they were measured by the multispectral sensor itself. This assured that these measures maintained the
same quantity of samples used in the previous experiments.
With these new variables, the overall best learner, which was
defined in the previous step, was adopted. Here, the same
configuration set using the training and validation approach
with 10 consecutive runs was used, and the real performance
in the testing set was calculated. In this step, the same classification metrics used for the spectral modeling phase were
calculated, and the ROC curve and its metrics were evaluated
for both classes: healthy cotton plants and insect-herbivore
damaged cotton plants.

Results and Discussion

T

improve the detection of spectral regions to be used by the
theoretical model proposed.
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Fig. 2. The spectral bands of Sentinel 2 - MSI and Landsat 8 - OLI sensors (adapted from: NASA, 2020).

Fig. 3. Averaged spectral wavelengths for both the healthy cotton plants and the caterpillar attacked plants.

the worst performances in predicting plants’ health and unhealthy. While NB presented a more “appropriate” response,
the MLP resulted in an unexpected behavior by producing
low Precision and highly variegated Recall values. This may
be due to an imbalanced classification in relation to one of
the classes, returning high prediction values for one type of
class and low or zero values for the other class. This may be
a characteristic associated with the dataset itself, as a similar MLP was used for other previous classification tasks
in agricultural-related problems (18) and returned satisfactory results. The remaining algorithms (J48, XGB, LoR, and
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SVM), although resulted in interesting performances (Table
1), were not able to withstand the RF and kNN algorithms.
These algorithms, especially RF, presented high accuracies
in other situations regarding spectral and multispectral data
(48–50), which indicates the robustness of these learners for
similar tasks.
To determine the predictions according to the day of analysis, the classification task was performed with the same algorithms at the different days, from the initial moment (day 1),
where few infestations were reported, to the last day (day 8),
where the insect was already speeded throughout the exper-
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Fig. 4. Training performance of the algorithms when considering the entire dataset composed of spectral wavelengths acquired during eight consecutive days. Letters above
the box-plots of each algorithms’ result relate to a statistical difference between the F-Measure metric.

imental plantations’ fields. This analysis confirmed an expected result, in which, for most predictions, the final day
of analysis was the optimal moment to separate the insectdamaged from the healthy cotton plant (Figure 5). Similar
behavior to the entire dataset analysis (Figure 4) was noticed
in this analysis in relation to the performances of the algorithms, where the kNN and RF returned the best overall predictions. LoR also presented high F-measures, followed by
XGB, JB48, and, at a lower level, NB. MLP was still the
worst model generated for this task. The F value from each
algorithm was compared. The Mann-Whitney pairwise com-

Table 1. Testing performance of the algorithms when considering the complete
dataset.

Algorithm
RF
J48
XGB
NB
LoR
SVM
MLP
kNN

Gomes et al.

TP
0.746
0.617
0.634
0.544
0.718
0.616
0.502
0.773

|

FP
0.254
0.383
0.393
0.413
0.292
0.429
0.498
0.246

Precision
0.748
0.618
0.631
0.587
0.717
0.617
0.507
0.775

Recall
0.746
0.617
0.634
0.544
0.718
0.616
0.502
0.773

F-Measure
0.746
0.617
0.627
0.525
0.717
0.596
0.503
0.770

parison indicated that no statistical difference at p-value under 0.05 occurred for the kNN, RF, and LoR algorithms.
During the testing phase, the RF algorithm presented the
overall best metrics for the classification task (Table 2),
which differentiates from the complete dataset analysis (Table 1) where kNN was better. This may be an indicator of
how the day of analysis, and therefore the severity of the
insect-herbivory damage on the cotton plant, impacts the performance of the algorithms. An increase in performance was
evident since the F-measure values went from 0.775 (day 1
- RF) to 0.950 (day 8 - RF) (Figure 5). Although the 8th
day can be considered the most adequate moment from this
analysis (and thus, being incorporated into the next step of
the framework for this very reason), it is important to consider that from day 5 the performance of the algorithms went
from lower predictions (around 0.7 and 0.8) to higher values
(0.9) for most algorithms. In real field conditions, where the
earliest possible estimations of insect-herbivore damage are
required to assist farmers in control practices, the combined
information of proximal sensing and machine learning methods can ensure rapid and accurate data to be incorporated into
decision-making.
Since the RF learner returned the highest evaluation metric
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Fig. 5. Training performance of the algorithms in relation to the day of analysis.

values in the day-by-day analysis, this algorithm was chosen to be incorporated into the subsequent steps of the proposed framework and create the theoretical model used to
distinguish healthy cotton plants from plants damaged by the
insect-herbivore attack. As related, RF is a robust algorithm
that already produced satisfactory performances in other remote sensing tasks related to agronomic and vegetation variables estimations (18, 20) and considered a state-of-the-art
predictor at machine learning benchmarks and competitions
on Kaggle.com (2020). Therefore, a sequential process that
incorporates the information from the previous step into the
next one was adopted. The spectral modeling suggested that
the RF associated with the 8th day of analysis was the most
suitable to separate the spectral wavelengths of both classes.
Because of that, this configuration-set was used to perform

Table 2. Testing evaluation metrics considering the performance of each algorithm
during the 8th day of analysis.

Algorithm
RF
J48
XGB
NB
LoR
SVM
MLP
kNN
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TP
0.913
0.780
0.767
0.813
0.900
0.667
0.667
0.893

FP
0.143
0.290
0.307
0.253
0.170
0.667
0.667
0.173

Precision
0.914
0.777
0.764
0.810
0.902
0.500
0.500
0.894

Recall
0.913
0.780
0.767
0.813
0.900
0.667
0.667
0.893

F-Measure
0.912
0.778
0.765
0.811
0.897
0.583
0.583
0.891

the subsequent processing.

Using the RF in comparison against the baseline algorithm
ZeroR, a ranking approach that considered the difference
in accuracy obtained from individual wavelengths into the
model’s performance was performed. This ensured that a
metric score was attributed to each spectral wavelength, corresponding to the increase in the overall accuracy of the RF
model. The highest scores correspond with the most contributive wavelengths used in the classification task. This
type of approach is important to precise plant or leaf spectral modeling and can assist in the creation of mathematical operations like spectral indices or highly specific sensors.
Here, however, a theoretical model is proposed considering
just multispectral bands. Therefore, instead of identifying
only the individual wavelengths, this framework proposes to
separate the most contributive spectral regions of the model.
For this, a reductive data-dimensionality approach based on
the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) method was used.
The information returned by the ranking approach in conjunction with the SOM results indicates the spectral regions
to be considered in the theoretical model (Figure 6). The
SOM method, as previously described, consists of a clustering approach based on an unsupervised artificial neural network. This method used the value of the metric score while
preserving the topological information of the spectral wavelengths. In this sense, it was able to return almost sequential
clustering’s that presented similar matric results. By consid-
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fined spectral regions, the chosen multispectral sensors evaluated in this proposal possess a total of 10 spectral bands, of
which 3 are from the OLI sensor (Landsat 8) and 7 from the
MSI sensor (Sentinel 2). For the simulation process, the response functions of each sensor were implemented, and the
wavelengths situated between their respective minimal and
maximum ranges were used. For the OLI sensor, the red
(c.w.: 655 nm), near-infrared (c.w.: 865 nm), and shortwave
infrared 1 (c.w.: 1,610 nm) bands were simulated, and for
the MSI sensors, the red (c.w.: 655 nm), red-edge 1 (c.w.:
705 nm), red-edge 2 (c.w.: 740 nm), red-edge 3 (c.w.: 783
nm), near-infrared 1 (c.w.: 842 nm), near-infrared 2 (c.w.:
865 nm) and, shortwave infrared (c.w.: 1,610 nm) were also
simulated (Figure 2). As all samples of the 8th day were simulated, the same number of samples used at the previous step
was obtained with this practice, with the only alteration being
the number of attributes (i.e. input variables) into the model.
The histograms indicating the distribution of the simulated
reflectance data at each spectral band helped to highlight the
spectral behavior of the registered cotton plants according to
their class (Figure 7).
The band simulation process was able to return the spectral
response of the measured in-field plants as if they were registered by another sensor. It is important to highlight that the
simulation process may be used for different sensors aside
from the ones investigated in this proposal (OLI and MSI).
They were chosen mainly because they are up-to-date sensors and provide medium to high spatial resolution imagery
to be freely available to the entire world. However, the proposed framework could be adapted into other sensors, some
of which are also related to commercial cameras equipped
at UAV-based platforms. Regardless, it is important to consider that the spectral measurements were conducted at a
plant level and that the spatial resolution of the orbital sensors may offer a potential hindrance for the prediction since
it can produce a spectral mixture of other objects at the terrestrial surface, like, for example, soil brightness. Even so,
the band simulation process is considered a robust representation of the spectral response of the target at the simulated
sensor (8, 35) and may be used for a theoretical model.
Using the simulated bands of both sensors (OLI and MSI),
two configuration-sets that were implemented in a computational environment were used, and the RF learner performance considering the same consecutive validation approach executed at the spectral experiment was evaluated.
At the training phase (Figures 8 and 9), the results indicated
that the RF model was able to predict, with median values
above 0.9, the overall classification metrics (Precision, Re-

call, F-Measure, and Area Under ROC) satisfactorily. In
this situation considering the training set, no statistical differences pending the Mann-Whitney pairwise comparison test
were obtained. Also, when considering the relation of TruePositive and False-Positive rates at the Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curves, a slightly better adjustment for
the classes with the MSI sensor. Nonetheless, both OLI and
MSI returned high estimates at the two classes, which indicates that the theoretical model based on the simulated bands
indicated by the combined ranking and SOM method may assist in predicting this type of insect-herbivore damage effect
in cotton plants with different sensors.
At the testing phase (Tables 3 and 4), the RF learner was
able to return approximate evaluation result metrics to the
ones acquired during the spectral classification (Table 2).
However, even if a slight decrease in the performance was
obtained when adopting the OLI and MSI spectral bands,
with F-measure values from 0.912 to 0.886 and 0.865, these
results can be considered important outcomes for the RF
learner, as it achieved these performances using only 3
(OLI) and 7 (MSI) spectral bands, in comparison against the
1,934 wavelengths implemented with the spectral dataset.
Another important observation to be made is that, when
evaluating the separated classes, the model performed better
at identifying healthy cotton plants in comparison against the
damaged plants in both sensors. Nonetheless, the damaged
class received lower values of False-Positive (FP) rates,
which indicates that the model can predict the cotton plants
under insect-herbivore attack with more guarantee than it
can predict healthy plants.

T

ering the cluster with the highest metric score (cluster 3 in
Figure 6), two spectral regions can be highlighted, one situated between red and near-infrared (650 to 1,350 nm) and
the other at the shortwave infrared (1,570 to 1,640 nm). The
score in these regions resulted in mean and standard deviation values of, respectively, 0.4365 ± 0.0207, being higher
than the other clusters: 0.3127 ± 0.0177 for cluster 2; 0.3717
± 0.0177 for cluster 1, and; 0.2495 ± 0.0259 for cluster 0.
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Table 3. Testing results of the RF model into the OLI (Landsat 8) sensor dataset.

Class
Control
Damaged
Average

TP
0.920
0.760
0.867

FP
0.240
0.080
0.187

Precision
0.885
0.826
0.865

Recall
0.920
0.760
0.867

F-Measure
0.902
0.792
0.865

Table 4. Testing results of the RF model into the MSI (Sentinel 2) sensor dataset.

Class
Control
Damaged
Average

TP
0.930
0.800
0.887

FP
0.200
0.070
0.157

Precision
0.903
0.851
0.886

Recall
0.930
0.800
0.887

F-Measure
0.916
0.825
0.886

The main concept behind this proposal was to present a
framework with methods capable of modeling the spectral
response of the cotton plant under insect-herbivore attack
and to develop a theoretical model to be implemented into
novel research or practices that intend to investigate the performance of these methods in other multispectral sensors.
The theoretical model prediction values are an indicator of
how feasible the RF algorithm is to correctly separate cotton plants attacked by the fall armyworm from healthy cotton plants even at a multispectral level. In future research, a
validation of the theoretical model with real in-field values,
in known impacted plantations, could be conducted to determine the impact on the model’s accuracy. Regardless, the
approach shown here may assist in rapid and non-invasive
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Fig. 6. The ranking approach combined with the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) with the most contributive spectral regions for the classification of healthy and insect-damaged
cotton plants.

Fig. 7. Histogram of the spectral response of the cotton plants under the simulated bands according to the class in which they were associated.
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Fig. 8. The Random Forest (RF) performance considering the multiple validations for OLI and MSI sensors.

Fig. 9. The comparison between each class classification for the different sensors using their respective Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC).
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This paper presented a framework to model the spectral response of the fall armyworm-damaged cotton-plants. It indicated the overall best learner obtained from a state-of-the-art
comparison, the appropriate day of analysis, and the most
contributive wavelengths and spectral regions to support this
type of analysis. It also proposed a theoretical model to infer this damage with multispectral up-to-date orbital sensors,
commonly used to map fields, crops, and farmlands in different scales. Among the machine learning methods evaluated,
the results indicated that the Random Forests presented better performance to separate healthy from unhealthy cottonplants, achieving Precision, Recall, and F1-measure values
above 0.912 on the last day of analysis (8th day). According to the ranking approach and the SOM clustering method
results, both the red to near-infrared (650 to 1,350 nm) and
shortwave infrared (1,570 to 1,640 nm) regions are the more
important spectral regions for mapping insect-damaged in
cotton-plants. Additionally, the theoretical model for both
multispectral sensors, OLI and MSI, demonstrated high performance in the evaluated task, returning an F-Measure of
0.865 and 0.886, respectively. In conclusion, the proposed
framework can detect cotton plants under insect-herbivory attack with high accuracies and may be implemented by other
studies to evaluate its feasibility for other types of insectdamage in similar cultivars. In future research, the evaluation
of deeper machine learning methods like deep neural networks with much higher in-field collected information will
be conducted.
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monitoring of insect-damaged cotton plants, and the related
method may be replicated into similar cultures and cultivars.
As spectral measurements may be simulated to other sensors
such as multispectral-based ones, different theoretical models
can be proposed and initially evaluated with this approach.
Another important contribution is that, as the spectral measurements occurred at the plant level, the simulation process
with this theoretical model may be scaled up to field and farm
levels.
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